Just assume for the moment that I am right about the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel having now had for more than 100 years an exclusive worldwide right to produce their own currency accepted by each and every SIGNIFICANT private bank in the world leaving you to simply ask the following questions:

1. Who has benefited from the flow of such fictitious money that not a single government official elected or unelected in the world has chosen to publicly question?

2. Who else in addition to those folks mentioned in question 1, including those on Madison Avenue, Hollywood and in the media (both the left wing and right wing media), have got more than their “fair share” of the graft?

3. Who exactly in both groups - the left and right wing media - as well as all those in between, each and every one of them all geared toward distracting the masses especially the dirt poor to go to war with each other once they begin wising up to who exactly it is who benefits more than others from this so very blood stained and fictitious currency? This currency which is used time and again not only as collateral to produce at essentially zero cost more fictitious currency but such unlimited supply of untraceable lightweight currency which is used to buy off both elected and non-elected government officials who pass all sorts of convoluted laws that constantly and repeatedly allow the rich (increasingly fearful and lazy, thanks to the digital age, A-G-d-Send) to trickle the costs of them getting richer down on the backs of the poor and downtrodden who are simply poor but not stupid and not yet watching all this unfold on wide screen plasma TVs.

4. Who but an “Act of G-D” could stop such extraordinarily evil, yet so transparent evil, given all the facts that suggest the masses of poor don’t stand a chance other than the fact that in the end all the numbers do in fact have to add up to mention little of several very stubborn facts that simply won’t go away.

First, diamonds, like paper money, like electronic money, like Tulips, like dogs, like human slaves, like pretty much anything under the sun that is simply thought to have value is JUST ONE MEANS OF EXCHANGE. The instant just a single café owner anywhere in the world decides to no longer accept it as a means of exchange no matter how pretty it is packaged is the beginning of the end of that MEANS OF EXCHANGE.

Second, any and all MEANS OF EXCHANGE unless edible cannot be eaten, drunk and, rarely if ever, is the best form of shelter from the elements.

Third, in the end, just like one would expect all the numbers to add up and that nothing simply turns in to “thin air”, currency
has to be backed up by something that is tangible. Money is just a MEANS OF EXCHANGE but at the end of the day it has to translate into “goods and services”. You can’t simply produce fictitious currency and want to live the good life on the backs of slaver laborers who have to keep doing the work before they catch on to the game that is played by the educated. We the educated, who keep depleting the word’s natural resources, who are a part of the established corrupt leadership all around the world and those who have buttered their bread to pass laws, have caused with our fictitious currency, both a population crisis and out-of-control real estate development in first- and third-world countries.

**Fourth,** such “coming to terms” with the way the “real world” works has inevitably resulted in war amongst mostly the world’s poor, every so often a member of the elitists stands up and cries in a very loud voice “Honor and Country” and then not only gets buried in our sacred Arlington National Cemetery but then produces the history books that keep history repeating itself.

**Fifth,** not only have we now begun to run out of land and the sea with its tsunami’s really only great for a handful of surfers around the world capable of executing flawlessly such monster waves, but we have this thing called The Internet that has missives such as this being broadcast at Light-G-D-Speed in “real time”. And trust me, just like you have to read through all this while believing I will provide you the irrefutable “smoking gun proof” of folks like the United States Congress turning a blind eye for good reason to this mafia of mafia, terrorist of terrorist financing organization, that well within our lifetimes possibly in the very next instant all the bs will come to an end.